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We use a novel statistical tool, the mark correlation functions (MCFs), to study clustering of galaxy-
size halos as a function of their properties and environment in a high-resolution numerical simulation of
the CDM cosmology. We applied MCFs using several types of continuous and discrete marks: maximum
circular velocity of halos, merger mark indicating whether halos experienced or not a major merger in their
evolution history (the marks for halo with mergers are further split according to the epoch of the last major
merger), and a stripping mark indicating whether the halo underwent a tidal stripping (i.e., mass loss).
We nd that halos which experienced a relatively early (z > 1) major merger or mass loss (due to tidal
stripping) in their evolution histories are over-abundant in halo pairs with separations 3. This result can
be interpreted as spatial segregation of halos with dierent merger histories, qualitatively similar to the
morphological segregation in the observed galaxy distribution. In addition, we nd that at z = 0 the mean
circular velocity of halos in pairs of halos with separations 10 is larger than the mean circular velocity vcirc
of the parent halo sample. This mean circular velocity enhancement increases steadily during the evolution
of halos from z = 3 to z = 0, and indicates that the luminosity dependence of galaxy clustering may be
due to the mass segregation of galactic dark matter halos. The analysis presented in this paper demonstrate
that MCFs provide powerful, yet algorithmically simple, quantitative measures of segregation in the spatial
distribution of objects with respect to their various properties (marks). This should make MCFs very useful
for analysis of spatial clustering and segregation in current and future large redshift surveys. large{scale
structure of the Universe { methods: statistical { galaxies: interactions, statistics
Introduction
The advent of large wide-eld redshift surveys of galaxies, such as the Two-Degree Field [2dF,][]collessetal01andtheSloanD
scalegalaxyclusteringandinternalpropertiesofgalaxiessuchasluminosity, colors, andmorphology.Thiscloseconnectionimpl
luminousIR−galaxiesbouchet : slirandmorphologicaldressler : galaxy, postmangeller84, whitmoreetal93, biviano : theesoa
scaleenvironment.
In this paper we use a novel statistical tool, the mark correlation functions (hereafter MCFs), to study
clustering of galactic halos as a function of their properties and environment in a high-resolution numerical
simulation of the CDM cosmology. Mark correlation functions stoyan:oncorrelations,stoyan:fractals have
been introduced into astrophysics only recently beisbart:luminosity, although some aspects of marked point
processes were discussed by peebles:lss. The mark statistics can be used to quantify the dierences in the
spatial distributions of various galaxy samples (similarly to the usual two-point correlation function) and, at
the same time, to study the interplay between the spatial clustering and the distribution of galaxy properties
(marks). In this respect, the MCFs are the natural extension of the spatial correlation functions for studies
where it is advantageous to consider mark and spatial distributions simultaneously. Variants of the MCFs
can be used to study both continuous (e.g., luminosity or angular momentum) and discrete distributions
(e.g., color classes or morphological types) of galactic properties. This makes them valuable for quantitative
studies of luminosity and morphological segregation of galaxies as well as dependence of spatial distribution of
galaxies on various events in their evolutionary history (e.g., time since the last major merger), which can be
used as marks. Indeed, the mark correlation statistics quickly proved to be a very useful tool for identication
of physical processes that shape the observed spatial distribution of galaxies (szapudi:correlationspscz, see
beisbart:wuppertal for a recent review).
The rst step towards the use of clustering as a probe of processes shaping properties of galaxies is a good
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theoretical understanding of how these processes aect spatial distribution of galaxies. During the last several
years, thanks to continuously improving spatial and mass resolutions of numerical simulations and devel-
opment of semi-analytic models of galaxy formation, there was a signicant progress in the theoretical under-
standing of galaxy clustering evolution and bias [e.g.,][]bagla:evolution,jing98,kaumann:clusteringI,katz:clustering,colin:evolut
The complete information about the internal properties and evolution of galactic halos, usually available in
theoretical analysis, allows one to study in detail the interplay between dierent evolutionary processes and
spatial distribution of objects. In the present paper we use mark correlation functions to study clustering of
galaxy-size dark matter halos and its dependence on the halo properties (e.g., circular velocity) and evolution
history in a high-resolution simulation of the currently favored flat Cold Dark Matter (CDM) model with
cosmological constant (see x sect:numsim).
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss briefly the numerical simulation in Sect. sect:numsim. In
Sect. sect:markcorr we introduce and explain the properties of mark correlation functions. In Sect. sect:results
we present analysis of the spatial distribution of dark matter halos using mark correlation functions. In
Sect. sect:conclusions we discuss results and their implications and summarize our conclusions.
Numerical simulations sect:numsim
We used the Adaptive Renement Tree (ART) code kravtsov:adaptive to simulate the evolution of
collisionless DM in the currently favored CDM model (Ωm = 1−ΩΛ = 0.3; H0 = h 100km s−1 Mpc−1 =
70km s−1 Mpc−1; σ8 = 1.0). The age of the Universe in this cosmology is 13.5 Gyrs and normalization is in
accordance with the four year COBE DMR observations bunn:fouryear as well as the observed abundance
of galaxy clusters [e.g.,][]pierpaoli:power,ikebe:new.
The numerical simulation of the CDM model followed the evolution of 2563  1.67 107 particles in a
periodic 60 box. The particle mass is thus  1.1 109h−1M. The ART code reaches high force resolution
by rening all high-density regions with an automated renement algorithm. The renements are recursive:
the rened regions can also be rened, each subsequent renement having half of the previous level’s cell
size. This creates an hierarchy of renement meshes of dierent resolution covering regions of interest. The
criterion for renement is local overdensity of particles: in the simulation presented in this paper the code
rened an individual cell only if the density of particles (smoothed with the cloud-in-cell scheme) was higher
than nth = 5 particles. Therefore, all regions with overdensity higher than δ = nth 23L/n, where n is the
average number density of particles in the cube, were rened to the renement level L. For the simulation
presented here, n is 1/8. The peak formal dynamic range reached by the code on the highest renement
level is 32, 768, which corresponds to the smallest grid cell of 1.83h−1 kpc; the actual force resolution is
approximately a factor of two lower. The simulation that we analyze here has been used in colin:evolution,
and we refer the reader to this paper for further numerical details.
Identication of DM halos in the very high-density environments (e.g., inside groups and clusters) is
a challenging problem. The goal of this study is to investigate spatial correlations of halo populations as
closely related to the observed galaxy population as possible. This requires identication of both isolated
halos and satellite halos orbiting within the virial radii of larger systems. The problems associated with halo
identication within high-density regions are discussed in klypin:galaxies. In this study we use a halo nding
algorithm called Bound Density Maxima (BDM). The main idea of the BDM algorithm is to nd positions
of local maxima in the density eld smoothed at a certain scale and to apply physically motivated criteria
to test whether the identied site corresponds to a gravitationally bound haloThe detailed description of
the algorithm is given in klypin:galaxies and colin:evolution. It is based on the ideas of the DENMAX halo
nder bertschinger:denmax, in the sense that the BDM makes sure that the density peaks are gravitationally
bound and estimates parameters of the halos after removing unbound particles. The algorithm identies
both isolated halos and subhalos located in the virial regions of more massive halos. The distribution of
halos identied in this way can be compared to the distribution of galaxies directly, because the halo and
galaxy catalogs include both isolated systems and objects within clusters and groups.
Even with algorithms tailored for identication of sub-halos, additional problems exist. Interacting
halos exchange and loose mass; the total mass of a halo depends on its radius, which is dicult to dene
in a dense environment within virialized regions. We alleviate the latter problem by using the maximum
circular velocity instead of the mass. In practice, maximum circular velocity is a rather stable quantity which
changes little even when halos looses most of its mass and can serve therefore as a useful mass-related \tag"
and colin:evolution. .
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of a halo. Numerically, the maximum \circular velocity" (
√
GM/R), vcirc can be measured more accurately
then mass. In addition, the maximum circular velocity can be more readily compared to observations than,
for example, virial mass or mass within the tidal radius of the halo.
Mark correlation functions sect:markcorr
In studying galaxy clustering with the mark correlation functions, we view galaxies as discrete points
in space with marks describing their intrinsic physical properties. Thus, we consider a point set figNi=1 and at-
tach a mark mi to each point i 23 resulting in the marked point set f(i, mi)gNi=1 stoyan:oncorrelations,stoyan:fractals.
The marks, in turn, can be either continuous or discrete. In the following, we use the circular velocity as a
continuous mark and merging/stripping events of halos as discrete marks. In a subsequent paper, we will
apply MCFs to study various other marks, such as the spin parameter (continuous scalar mark) and the
angular momentum (vector mark).
Let % be the mean number density of the points in space and %M (m)m the probability that the value of
a mark on a point lies within the interval [m, m + m]. The mean mark is then m =
∫
m %M (m)m, the mark
variance is σ2M =
∫
m %M (m)(m−m)2. We assume that the joint probability %SM(, m) of nding a point at
position with mark M , splits into a space{independent mark probability and the mean density: %M (m)%.
The spatial{mark product{density equation %SM2 ((1, m1), (2, m2)) V1m1 V2m2,
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